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Integrations Curriculum Vision   

  

The College of St. Benedict and St. John’s University provide students an education grounded in 

two key traditions: the Catholic Intellectual Tradition as guided by the Benedictine principles of 

the colleges’ founders, and the liberal arts tradition of broad, multi-disciplinary, inquiry. Based 

on these traditions, we built a model of general education that has students use these values to 

study a complex, dynamic and diverse world. Our curriculum challenges students to integrate 

every aspect of their learning – to see relationships among the arts, the sciences and the 

humanities. Our graduates learn to make connections across their studies, their lives, and their 

communities, and in so doing, learn how to use numerous methods and perspectives to work 

toward the common good.  
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2. KEY COMPONENTS OF THE INTEGRATIONS CURRICULUM AND 

CONNECTION TO GOALS  
  

There are several key components of the Integrations Curriculum, each of which contributes to 

the goals outlined above. How these components connect to the goals is the subject of this 

section. Detailed explanations of each of these components are found in Section 5. See Figure 1 

for a visual depiction of the curriculum.  

  

At the heart of the proposal is the Integrated Portfolio. The Integrated Portfolio is an ePortfolio, 

which is used in over 50% of colleges and universities in the US.8 ePortfolios are both a product 

(a digital collection of artifacts) and a process (selection of what to add to the collection; 

reflection on what the artifact means and how it affected one’s learning). It is a virtual space 

where students can collect their work (essays, research projects, photos, videos, multimedia 

presentations, resumes, etc.) as they move through their classes, which they can use to reflect on 

their learning and growth. ePortfolios are both a pedagogical activity (meant to generate 

learning) and an assessment tool (meant to document progress).   

  

The Integrated Portfolio is at the center of the two required and one optional Writing courses, 

which are, perhaps obviously, the way we incorporate the Writing Intensive high-impact 

practice. One of the goals of the final writing course is to provide for an opportunity to integrate 

student learning across courses, co-curricular activities, and life experiences under the tutelage of 

a faculty member. We also expect that the Integrated Portfolio will help students to articulate 

their own understanding of the value of liberal arts and sciences education they have participated 

in, as well as provide one of the Common Intellectual Experiences of the students. Finally, 

ePortfolios are themselves considered a high-impact practice.  

  

The proposed curriculum takes seriously faculty concerns about the writing abilities of our 

students, which have been raised in many settings. In contrast to the Common Curriculum, the 

new curriculum makes sure that Writing requirements are met throughout the student’s college 

career. The Writing courses are full of high-impact practices: First Year Seminar, ePortfolio, 

Writing Intensive, and Common Intellectual Experience. These courses are crucial to the 

development of core academic competencies and the integration of the student’s learning. In 

addition to the writing courses, we have also built writing requirements into The Human 

Experience Way of Thinking and Theology 2.   

  

We are in the process of developing five Themes that will help students make connections and 

integrate their learning across coursework. These themes will also contribute to the high-impact 
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practice of a Common Intellectual Experience, as well as the development of ethical 

competencies. We have heard over and over again from faculty and students of their desire for 

cross-disciplinary conversation; teaching in a theme will provide opportunities for faculty to  

                                                  
8 Kahn, S. “E-Portfolios: A Look at Where We've Been, Where We Are Now, and Where We're (Possibly) Going.” 

Peer Review Winter 2014, Vol. 16, No. 1  

  

  

  

collaborate outside of their department and will provide opportunities for enriched conversations 

among students inside and outside of the classroom. Since students will be expected to take three 

same-themed courses in the different Ways of Thinking (discussed below) this also satisfies our 

goals of giving our students a broad base of disciplinary approaches and methods. By having 

three different Ways of Thinking on the same topic, students will see the distinctive value 

different disciplines bring to bear on an issue.  

  

This curriculum requires that students take courses in the following five Ways of Thinking:  

Abstract Structures, Artistic Expression, Human Experience, Natural World, and Social World. 

Instead of using the administrative divisional structure to develop the five Ways of Thinking, 

RISE consulted with a variety of faculty to develop Ways of Thinking based on methodology 

and disciplinary approaches. This element of the curriculum is designed to fill the goals of a 

broad base of disciplinary methods and perspectives, core academic competencies, and 

explaining the value of a liberal arts and sciences education.  

  

The proposed curriculum includes two sequential courses on Cultural & Social Difference. These 

courses examine the ways in which gender, race, and ethnicity structure and impact our lives and 

how these differences are made to matter in society. Students will learn why none of these 

categories, in isolation, is sufficient to conceptualize either individual or social identity and will 

learn to think critically about their own gendered, racial, and ethnic identities as well as identify 

the social and cultural factors that shape and contribute to each. In addition, students will 

critically analyze the ways in which these forms of identity raise questions of justice in regard to 

access and participation in communal life. RISE believes that in addition to being a 

Diversity/Global Learning high-impact practice, as well as contributing to our desire for 

developing students’ ethical competencies, these courses help support the mission of CSB/SJU. 

Additionally, development of courses that address racial, gender, and other inequities has 

repeatedly been supported and encouraged in our conversations with students.  

  

Reflecting the Catholic and Benedictine mission of our schools in multiple ways, the new 

curriculum includes two sequential courses in Theology and an engagement component with 

Benedictine community and practice. First, within the two theology courses, students engage in 

theological reasoning and analyze religious engagement in society. In addition to Theological 

Reasoning and Religious Engagement, the two Theology classes in the new curriculum carry 

other general education learning outcomes:  the first of the two theology courses carries a 

Common Good outcome and the second carries a Write outcome. In this way, the theological 
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courses are well integrated with other outcomes of the students’ general education. Further 

integration of the schools’ mission is ensured through the Benedictine Engagement 

requirement—one of four Engagement requirements which can be met through a class or outside 

of a class as explained below.   

  

The new curriculum includes three Engagement Requirements: Experiential Engagement, Global 

Engagement, and Artistic Engagement (the JFS approved moving the Benedictine elements out 

of the Engagements. At this time a taskforce is studying where best to relocate Benedictine 

values and heritage.) RISE has concluded that these three requirements are fundamentally about 

getting students to have certain kinds of “real-life” experiences together with a structured 

reflection that helps them derive meaningful lessons from these experiences. The common 

elements of the four Engagement requirements are an experiential activity and formal reflection, 

and they can be done inside or outside of a credit-bearing class. The Engagement aspects of 

students’ education will be incorporated into their work on the Integrated Portfolio.   

  

The other components of this curriculum include a language proficiency requirement and a  

Quantitative Reasoning designation. We expect that many students will also encounter a Global 

Engagement requirement in their language classes. Quantitative Reasoning has been embedded 

in the Natural World Way of Thinking, but can also be completed through other coursework.  
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Figure 1. Major Components of the Integrations Curriculum  

  
  

    

3. INTEGRATIONS CURRICULUM OVERVIEW  
  

This curriculum was developed using scaffolded learning outcomes. With the exception of  

Quantitative Reasoning, students will encounter the 12 Core Learning Outcomes at least twice 

(and some three times) with increasing rigor. Students may also encounter a third level of rigor 

for the outcomes within their majors. These learning outcomes are not discipline-specific and 

were developed with the direct input of around 50 faculty members; they are based on the 

learning outcomes approved by the JFS in Spring 2017. They have been integrated broadly 

across the curriculum with the intention that students will encounter different levels of the 

learning outcomes in different types of courses.1   

  

 
1 For more detailed discussion about this issue please see pages 22-24 of Making Connections: Transforming Education 

at the College of Saint Benedict and Saint John’s University.  
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As we hope is evident from the preceding section, the curriculum we propose intentionally places 

high-impact practices throughout students’ four years. We expect that students will encounter 

multiple high-impact practices during each of their four years.  

  

In the following section, we include brief descriptions of each of the required courses and 

placement of the learning outcomes. To see a listing of all of the learning outcomes along with 

the language for each level of the learning outcome, see Section 4. In Section 5, we provide more 

detail about each of these courses. The next few pages are designed to provide a quick overview 

of how a student might move through the curriculum.  

  

Approval for these courses will go through faculty governance committees. More details can be 

found in Section 6: Implementation.  

Writing Sequence  

  

Learning Foundations (formerly Writing Foundations) (fall semester, first year, general 

education only)  

This is the first in a series of two four-credit course focused on Writing and Learning and is taken 

by all first-year students in the fall semester. One common book is included, which will be 

chosen collectively by the faculty teaching the course. The course also introduces students to the 

Integrated Portfolio. Beyond the common book, individual faculty choose their own topic for the 

course. This course cannot count toward a major.  

  

Information Literacy 1  

Metacognition 1  

Write 1    

  

Requirement: one Artistic Engagement (ARTE-approved) event must be incorporated into the 

course. (The substitution of the required arts event for a required ARTE-approved event was 

approved by the JFS on 12-10-2019) 

  

Learning Explorations (2-credits, used for students who transfer out of Learning Foundations)  

 (This course was approved by the JFS on 12-10-2019) 

 

This 2-credit course will be taken by students (first year or transfer) who have already completed 

a writing composition course and will be capped at 18 students. It functions as both an 

introduction to their general education experience at a Catholic, Benedictine college, and as a 

writing-intensive course. Students will demonstrate reflection on their learning through an 

introduction to the Integrated Portfolio. The topics of these courses are diverse and intended to 

be taught by faculty from across all divisions.  

  

Write 2 

Information Literacy 1 

Metacognition 1 
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Learning Integration (4 credits; junior or senior year; completion of the thematic coursework and 

all four Engagement requirements is a pre- or co-requisite)   

  

This is the final course in the writing sequence. It cannot be done in a major. In addition to 

meeting the learning outcomes, the Integrated Portfolio is completed in this course.   

  

Common Good 3  

Metacognition 3  

Speak 2  

Write 3  

  

5 Ways of Thinking and Thematic Coursework  

 Note: The names of the 5 Ways of Thinking were changed via a JFS vote on 12/06/2018 

 

There are five Ways of Thinking: Abstract Structures, Artistic Expression, Human Experience, 

Natural World, and Social World. Students must take 4 credits in each Way of Thinking. These 

courses can count toward majors. Students may satisfy no more than 2 Ways of Thinking in the 

same department.  

  

Student are required to take three courses on the same theme and each of the three same-themed 

courses must be on a different Way of Thinking. Any combination of 1, 2, and 4 credit courses, 

totaling 4 credits in a single Way of Thinking can satisfy that Way of Thinking. The equivalent 

of two 4-credit Ways of Thinking courses can be (but need not be) un-themed. At least one of the 

same-themed courses must be a 200- or 300-level Thematic Focus course and at least one of the 

same-themed courses must be at the 300 level. (The addition of 300-level Focus courses was 

approved by the JFS on 5/02/2019) 

  

Thematic Focus (Learning Foundations or Learning Explorations is a prerequisite and Cultural 

and Social Difference: Identity is a pre- or co-requisite)  

  

Students will take at least one of these courses. While these courses can count toward the major, 

they have several obligations to the general education program. These courses are wholly 

dedicated to a single theme, are associated with a Way of Thinking (or two Ways of Thinking if 

they are team-taught by two faculty members with different methodological approaches), include 

a common reading on the theme, use the Integrated Portfolio, and introduce students to the 

liberal arts and sciences goal of studying a diverse array of disciplinary approaches. They can be 

on any topic within the theme. In cases where these courses are team taught by two faculty 

members with different methodological approaches, they can count as two distinct Ways of 

Thinking.  

  

Analyzing Texts 2  
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Collaboration 2  

Information Literacy 2   

  

Requirement: one co-curricular event on the theme must be incorporated into the syllabus. This 

could be an Arts event but does not need to be.  

  

Thematic Encounter  

  

Students will take these courses on the same theme as their Thematic Focus course. These 

courses must be associated with a Way of Thinking. At least one-quarter of a 4-credit course is 

devoted to one (and only one) of the themes.  

  

There are no general education learning outcomes associated with the Thematic Encounter 

coursework. This allows for maximal flexibility. We assume that most, if not all, Thematic 

Encounter courses offered would also count toward the major; thus, the learning outcomes would 

include the department outcomes. These courses could be 100, 200 or 300 level. They can be 

taken in any order.  

Cultural and Social Difference Courses  

  

Cultural and Social Difference: Identity (either semester, first year, could count toward a major)  

In this course, students will learn why none of these categories, in isolation, is sufficient to 

conceptualize either individual or social identity. Students will learn to think critically about their 

own gendered, racial, and ethnic identities as well as identify the social and cultural factors that 

shape and contribute to each. Cultural and Social Difference: Identity must address gender, race, 

and ethnicity in the contemporary United States, though it can do this through the study of texts 

that are not primarily about the contemporary United States. This is the first of two courses 

focused on gender, race, and ethnicity. Faculty can choose their own topic, as long as it meets the 

learning outcomes. This course can count toward majors. This course must be completed in the 

first year and may not be used to satisfy a Way of Thinking.  

  

Collaboration 1  

Gender 1  

Race and Ethnicity 1   

Speak 1  

  

Requirement: one event related to gender and one event related to race and/or ethnicity must be 

incorporated into the syllabus. These could be Arts events but do not have to be.  

  

Cultural and Social Difference: Systems (Cultural and Social Difference: Identity is a 

prerequisite)  

  

In this course students will demonstrate an understanding of how constructions of race, gender, 

and ethnicity shape cultural rules and biases and how these constructions vary across time, 
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cultures, and societies. In addition, students will critically analyze the ways in which these forms 

of identity raise questions of justice in regard to access and participation in communal life.  This 

is the second of a two-course series on Cultural and Social Difference. This course can be on any 

topic that meets the learning outcomes and criteria. It can be taught in any department and can 

count toward majors but may not be used to satisfy a Way of Thinking.  

  

Common Good 2  

Gender 2        

Metacognition 2        

Race and Ethnicity 2   

Theology Sequence  

  

Theology 1 (first three semesters)  

  

This is the first of two courses focused on theology. Students think critically about sources and 

themes of the Christian tradition and begin to explore religious engagement with society. It is 

likely that this course will be developed under one course number to provide a degree of 

common grounding for the second theology course, though courses will vary by instructor.  

  

This class also includes a grounding in Benedictine Hallmarks such that students are prepared to 

meet their Benedictine Engagement (BEN) requirement later. (The first theology class helps 

prepare students for the requirement but does not itself carry a BEN designation.)   

  

Analyzing Texts 1  

Common Good 1  

Religious Engagement 1  

Theological Reasoning 1  

  

Theology 2 (Theology 1 is a prerequisite)  

  

This is the second of two courses focused on theology. This 300-level course can be on any topic 

that meets the learning outcomes, moving students into interpretation of theological sources and 

analysis of religious engagement with society. The second theology courses can be on a variety 

of topics. As in the current curriculum, these topics can continue to include religions other than 

Christianity.  

   

Religious Engagement 2   

Theological Reasoning 2   

Write 2   

Engagement Requirements  

  

There are three requirements that have experiential components at their center: Experiential  
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Engagement (EXP), Global Engagement (GLO), and Artistic Engagement (ARTE). RISE has 

concluded that these three requirements are fundamentally about getting students to have certain 

kinds of “real-life” experiences together with a structured reflection that helps them derive 

meaningful lessons from these experiences. The common elements of the three Engagement 

requirements are an experiential activity and formal reflection, and they can be done inside or 

outside a credit-bearing class.  

  

Study Abroad fulfills the Experiential Engagement and Global Engagement requirements. 

Additionally, students who study a semester abroad can take courses through the educational 

programming that counts toward the Ways of Thinking requirements. They may also have the 

opportunity to take Cultural and Social Difference: Systems. Students are required to write an 

essay for their Integrated Portfolio that meets the requirements for Experiential Engagement and 

Global Engagement. This assignment will be part of the class taught by the CSB/SJU faculty 

director.   

Quantitative Reasoning Designation  

  

There is a Quantitative Reasoning designation that could be met through a Way of Thinking  

(Abstract Structures, Natural World and Social World are all likely to contribute) or through the 

major. We do not expect that this will add to the student load, but we did want to ensure that 

students received college-level quantitative reasoning.   

  

Language  

  

Students must meet a proficiency standard equivalent to three semesters of language classes as 

they do in the Common Curriculum. Students may test out of the requirement.   

  

Required Events  

  

There are three types of required events. ARTE-designated events are a selective category of 

artistic events including literary readings, exhibitions, productions and performances that have an 

interactive, educational component as a part of the event. Arts events could include ARTE 

events, but may also include artistic events including literary readings, exhibitions, productions 

and performances that do not have the educational component. Co-curricular events might 

include speakers, panel discussions, or films with a guided discussion.  

  

There are 9 required co-curricular, arts, and ARTE events. Specifically:  

• 4 ARTE events (1 embedded in Learning Foundations, 1 embedded in Learning Integration, 

and two earned independently or through the Artistic Engagement)  

• 2 arts events embedded in classes (2 in the Artistic Expression Way of Thinking class)  

• 2 arts or co-curricular events embedded in the Cultural and Social Difference: Identity 

course (one focused on gender and one focused on race or ethnicity)  

• 1 co-curricular or arts event related to the theme of their Thematic Focus course  
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4. SCAFFOLDED LEARNING GOALS   
  

There are twelve scaffolded learning goals listed in alphabetical order. (The goals are listed at the 

top; the outcomes are Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced.) See Table 1 for a curriculum map 

identifying the placement for each of the 12 scaffolded learning goals.   

  

ANALYZING TEXTS: Elicit and construct meaning from texts.  

  

Beginner: Students read or interpret a variety of texts for comprehension, adjusting 

strategies based on the genre, nature of the text and context of the assignment.   

  

Intermediate: Students evaluate texts for significance, relevance to the students’ goals, 

and make connections among texts and/or disciplines.   

  

Advanced: Students integrate knowledge among different texts, including independently 

finding supplemental texts to help understand the main text(s).   

  

COLLABORATION:  Interact effectively in a group while incorporating diverse perspectives.   

  

Beginner: Students identify the different roles in the group, engage group members by 

acknowledging their contributions, articulate the importance of multiple and diverse 

perspectives in a group, and complete all individual tasks on time.   

  

Intermediate: Students use group roles effectively, build constructively on the work of 

others, incorporate multiple perspectives into the work of the group, and produce 

independent work that advances the project.   

  

Advanced: Students perform different roles appropriate to the context, are self-reflective 

about their own roles and contributions, build constructively on the work of others and 

encourage advanced participation by all group members, and leverage diverse 

perspectives of group members.   

  

COMMON GOOD: Develop a conception of a moral life that incorporates concern for the 

common good.   

  

Beginner: Students explain the moral dimensions of situations, perspectives, and  

actions in their lives and recognize that there are competing, yet legitimate, conceptions 

of what defines the common good.   

  

Intermediate: (Change approved by the JFS 12/10/2019) Students identify different ideas 

of what the common good is, including the varied ways in which the common good has 

been and might be pursued across time, place, and context. Their analyses demonstrate 
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their understanding of the complexities of moral life and moral responsibilities on an 

individual and civic level.  

  

Advanced: Students apply the moral understanding they have gained to articulate and 

defend some vision of a responsible life and character, and connect these to the common 

good. This vision demonstrates how complex values are embedded in everyday life and 

institutions.   

  

GENDER: Examine the social construction of gender and related individual and systemic 

inequities.   

  

Beginner: Students identify a diversity of gender identities. Students identify social and 

cultural factors that shape their own gender identities and how these factors influence 

their self-conception and worldview.   

  

Intermediate: Students analyze how historical and/or contemporary constructions of 

gender shape and are shaped by cultural systems of power. Students analyze how factors 

such as race, ethnicity, age, class, sexuality, disability, religion, or nationality intersect 

with gender.  (Changed by the JFS 3/12/2019) 

  

Advanced: Students analyze structural and systemic differences based on gender and 

articulate ways to address inequities.   

  

INFORMATION LITERACY: Identify, evaluate, and responsibly use information.   

  

Beginner: Students access appropriate information through common search strategies. 

They cite sources appropriately and articulate the value of accurate citations. Their 

papers are free of plagiarism. (Changed by the JFS 4/17/2019)   

  

Intermediate: Students locate relevant information using well-designed search strategies, 

evaluate and use appropriate and multiple resources, and articulate why using 

information has many ethical and legal implications.   

  

Advanced: Students use well-designed search strategies to find information, evaluate and 

use appropriate and diverse resources, and follow the ethical and legal standards for their 

discipline.   

  

METACOGNITION: Optimize one’s own thinking and learning processes.   

  

Beginner: Students identify their intellectual abilities and dispositions. They recognize 

that there are different problem-solving and learning strategies.  (Changed by the JFS 

4/17/2019) 
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Intermediate: Students reflect on the weaknesses and strengths of their intellectual  

abilities and dispositions, effectiveness of their problem solving processes, and  

efficiencies of their learning strategies.   

  

Advanced: Students apply their metacognitive knowledge to improve their problem  

solving processes, and to strengthen learning strategies.   

  

QUANTITATIVE REASONING: Solve quantitative problems and develop and communicate 

arguments supported by quantitative evidence. (Designation—both the beginner and intermediate 

will be met in the same course)  

  

Beginner: Students describe and draw conclusions from quantitative arguments, 

recognizing that assumptions, errors, and fallacies may affect the argument’s validity.  

  

Intermediate: Students construct an appropriate representation of data and perform 

calculations to interpret a situation, drawing appropriate inferences.   

  

Advanced: Students create their own arguments supported by quantitative evidence and 

clearly communicate those arguments and assumptions that may impact the argument’s 

validity.  

  

RACE AND ETHNICITY: Examine the social construction of race and ethnicity and resulting 

inequities.   

  

Beginner: Students identify factors that shape their racial and ethnic identities and 

explain how these factors influence their self- conception and relationships to their 

communities.   

  

Intermediate: Students demonstrate how historical and/or contemporary constructions of 

race and/or ethnicity shape and are shaped by cultural systems of power. Students 

analyze how factors such as gender, age, class, sexuality, disability, religion, or 

nationality intersect with race and/or ethnicity. (Changed by the JFS 4/17/2019) 

  

Advanced: Students critically analyze structural and systemic differences based on race 

and/or ethnicity and articulate ways to address inequities.   

  

RELIGIOUS ENGAGEMENT: Analyze religious engagement with society.   

  

Beginner: Students identify and explain one or more forms of religious engagement  with 

the world.   

  

Intermediate: Students analyze forms of religious engagement by drawing on sources that 

may come from a range of academic disciplines.   
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Advanced: Students evaluate forms of religious engagement in conversation with their 

primary academic disciplines or with their involvement in a campus, community, or 

professional project.   

  

SPEAK: Construct ideas, opinions and information in appropriate oral forms.   

  

Beginner: Students organize a presentation with a central message that is partially  

supported by relevant material(s). Delivery techniques make the presentation  

understandable, although students may appear tentative or uncomfortable.  

   

Intermediate: Students organize a presentation with a clear central message that is  

consistent with relevant supporting material(s). Delivery techniques make the  

presentation interesting, and students appear comfortable.   

  

Advanced: Students skillfully organize a cohesive presentation with a compelling central 

message, support it with relevant material(s) that establish their authority on the topic.  

  

THEOLOGICAL REASONING: Think critically about sources, doctrines, and themes of the 

Christian tradition.  

  

Beginner: Students identify elements of Christian theological sources, which may include 

scripture, practices, texts, or art forms. They explain a theological teaching, doctrine, or 

theme.  

  

Intermediate: Students interpret theological sources and their contexts. They compare 

perspectives on a teaching, theme, or doctrine.  

  

Advanced: Students demonstrate creative theological reasoning in evaluating 

contemporary social issues, conducting interdisciplinary research, or constructing their 

own theological argument.  

  

WRITE: Construct ideas, opinions and information in appropriate written forms.   

  

Beginner: Students demonstrate awareness of the context and purpose of their writing, 

which is to make an evidence-based argument. They organize their writing in a manner 

that is generally effective given the purpose. They use appropriate content to develop and 

support their ideas. There may be errors in syntax or mechanics, but not enough to pose a 

significant barrier to understanding. (Changed by the JFS 3/12/2019) 

  

Intermediate: Students demonstrate consideration of the context, audience, and purpose 

of their writing and use compelling content to clearly support ideas. They consistently 

organize their arguments using relevant evidence. The language is clear and 

straightforward, with few errors.  
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Advanced: Students demonstrate a thorough understanding of context, audience, and 

purpose and use relevant and compelling content. The language is clear, fluent and 

virtually error-free.   

  

  

    

Table 1. Integrations Curriculum Map  

This chart shows where the learning outcomes will be assessed.   

  

  

Learning 

Outcome 

Learning 

Foundations 
CSD:I  Theo  

1  
Learning 

Explorations  
Thematic 

Focus  
CSD:S  Theo  

2  
Learning 

Integration  

Analyzing 

Texts  

    1    2        

Collaboration    1      2        

Common 

Good  

    1      2    3  

Gender    1        2      

Information 

Literacy  

1      1  2        

Metacognition  1      1    2    3  

Quantitative 

Reasoning*  

                

Race and 

Ethnicity  

  1        2      

Religious  

Engagement  

    1        2    

Speak    1           2  

Theological 

Reasoning  

    1        2    

Write  1      2      2  3  

* Quantitative Reasoning is a designation that could be added to any course in a major or 

program. Both levels 1 & 2 of Quantitative Reasoning will be met in the same class.  

 

 

 

 

5. DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS  
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In Section Five we provide more details on the key components of the Integrations Curriculum: 

Integrated Portfolio, Themes and Ways of Thinking, Writing, Cultural & Social Difference, 

Theology, Engagement, and Quantitative Reasoning.  

Integrated Portfolio  

  

Portfolios have been used in education for a long time; as technology has evolved the paper 

portfolio has transformed into the electronic portfolio. Portfolios can serve many purposes: 

archiving a student’s work, showcasing a student’s best work, assessing individuals or programs. 

Our proposal for the Integrated Portfolio might do all of these things, but its primary purpose is 

to make learning visible to the student (and faculty and others) as they develop intellectually, 

personally, and professionally over their years at CSB/SJU and to provide an opportunity for 

them to integrate their knowledge across their coursework, co-curricular activities, and life 

experiences.  

The ePortfolio is both a product (a digital collection of artifacts) and a process (selection of what 

to add to the collection; reflection on what the artifact means and how it affected one’s learning). 

It is a virtual space where students can collect their work (essays, research projects, photos, 

videos, multimedia presentations, resumes, etc.) as they move through their classes, which they 

can use to reflect on their learning and growth. ePortfolios are both a pedagogical activity (meant 

to generate learning) and an assessment tool (meant to document progress).  

ePortfolios have been widely adopted by all types of institutions of higher education (and K12). 

In 2016, the AAC&U added ePortfolios to its list of High Impact Practices. High impact 

practices are “institutionally-structured student experiences inside or outside of the classroom 

that are associated with elevated performance across multiple engagement activities and desired 

outcomes, such as deep learning, persistence, and satisfaction with college”.2 As of 2014, over 

half of all American institutions of higher education were using ePortfolios.   

In their 2014 paper, “What Difference Can ePortfolio Make? A Field Report from the Connect to 

Learning Project,” Eynon, Gambino, and Torok describe the Connect to Learning Project (C2L), a 

project started in 2011that includes 24 campuses in a community of practice around the 

ePortfolio. They note,   

The practices and data from C2L campuses, while not conclusive, suggest that reflective 

ePortfolio pedagogy helps students make meaning from specific learning experiences and 

connections to other experiences, within and beyond the course. Integrative ePortfolio 

strategies prompt students to connect learning in one course to learning in other courses, 

co-curricular activities, and life experiences. Ultimately, students recursively connect 

their learning to consideration of goals and values, constructing a more intentional and 

purposeful sense of self. (101)  

 
2 Watson, C.E. et al. Kuh “ePortfolios: The Eleventh High Impact Practice.” International Journal of ePortfolio. 2016, 

Volume 6, Number 2, 65-69.   
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Eynon, Gambino, and Torok found evidence that ePortfolios contribute to student success 

measures, such as retention, GPA, and pass rate (96-98). More importantly for our purposes, 

there is suggestive evidence that ePortfolios can have a significant effect on deep learning and 

integrative knowledge (Eynon, et al., 98-105; Peet et al., 18-21).   

 Conceptual Issues – Integrated Knowledge and Reflection  

  

Two key concepts guide our approach to the Integrated Portfolio. First, there is “reflection.” 

There has been a steady stream of research in educational pedagogy on the role of reflection in 

deep and lifelong learning. Various theorists use different terminology - self-regulated learning, 

self-authorship, metacognition, etc. – but we have chosen to stick with the traditional phrase 

“reflection,” which has its roots in the philosophy of John Dewey. The second key concept is  

“integrative knowledge.”  The curriculum has been carefully designed to create opportunities for 

students to make meaningful connections among their courses, co-curricular activities, and life 

experiences.   

“Reflection” is often used in vague and imprecise ways. In an effort to be more rigorous in our 

use of reflection in the Integrated Portfolios, we suggest following Dewey’s four criteria for 

reflection, as discussed by Carol Rodgers (845).3  

1. Reflection is a meaning-making process that moves a learner from one experience into 

the next with deeper understanding of its relationships with and connections to other 

experiences and ideas. It is the thread that makes continuity of learning possible, and 

ensures the progress of the individual and, ultimately, society. It is a means to 

essentially moral ends.   

2. Reflection is a systematic, rigorous, disciplined way of thinking, with its roots in 

scientific inquiry.   

3. Reflection needs to happen in community, in interaction with others.   

4. Reflection requires attitudes that value the personal and intellectual growth of oneself 

and of others.   

RISE recommends that these four criteria guide our understanding of the kind of reflection that 

we expect to see in assignments for the Integrated Portfolio.   

We are also using the work of the University of Michigan to ground our own understanding of 

integrative knowledge. The University of Michigan has developed a “conceptual model and 

pedagogy for portfolio-based integrative and lifelong learning,” which is being used by many 

institutions.12 These institutions include: Boston University, Clemson University, DePaul 

 
3 “Defining Reflection: Another Look at John Dewey and Reflective Thinking” Teachers 

College Record, 104:4 (2002).  
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University, Norwalk Community College, Long Island University, and Mercy College, Oberlin 

College and Portland State University (15).  

The efficacy of this model has been tested and supported by a study on over 600 students on two 

campuses at the University of Michigan (Peet et al., 2011).   

Peet et al. distinguish six dimensions of integrated knowledge (12):  

1. Identify, demonstrate and adapt knowledge gained within/across different 

contexts (i.e., the ability to recognize the tacit and explicit knowledge gained in 

specific learning experiences and the capacity to adapt that knowledge to new 

situations);   

2. Adapt to differences in order to create solutions (i.e., the ability to identify and 

adapt to different people, situations, etc., while working with others to create 

positive change);   

3. Understand and direct oneself as a learner (i.e., the ability to identify one’s prior 

knowledge, recognize one’s strengths and gaps as a learner, and know how one is 

motivated to learn);   

4. Become a reflexive, accountable and relational learner (i.e., the ability to reflect 

on one’s practices and clarify expectations within oneself while also seeking 

feedback from others);   

5. Identify and discern one’s own and others' perspectives (i.e., the ability to 

recognize the limitations of one’s perspective and seek out and value the 

perspectives of others); and   

6. Develop a professional digital identity (i.e., the ability to imagine how one will 

use current knowledge and skills in future roles and how one will create an 

intentional digital identity).   

The UM used these six dimensions to create what they call the Integrative Knowledge Portfolio 

Process Model: “The purpose of the Integrative Knowledge Portfolio Process Model (IKPP) is to 

facilitate learners’ in identifying, integrating, and synthesizing their emergent knowledge, skills 

and identities over time, across contexts and in relation to others. In doing this integrative 

process, students develop a sense of personal agency and the capacity to respond to complex  

                                                  
12 Peet, Melissa; Lonn, Steven; Gurin, Patricia; Boyer, K. Page; Matney, Malinda; Marra, Tiffany; Taylor, Simone 

Himbeault; Daley, Andrea. “Fostering Integrative Knowledge through ePortfolios.” International Journal of the 

ePortfolio, v1 n1 p11-31 (2011). See Peet, M. (2012). The Integrative Knowledge Portfolio Process: A Program 

Guide for Educating Reflective Practitioners and Lifelong Learners from Open Educational Resources.  
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social issues” (14). As part of this process they designed several “Core Activities,” which are the 

result of seven years of research. Examples of these core activities include, among other 

activities, Identification and Organization of Key Learning Experiences, Structured 

Metareflection, and Reflection on Institutional Learning Outcomes.   

RISE recommends that we begin our development of the Integrated Portfolio by studying these 

core activities and learning from other schools that have implemented the e-portfolio as part of 

their general education curriculum.4 Faculty have repeatedly said, going back to the 2015 faculty 

workshops, that they would like CSB/SJU graduates to be self-directed learners. One of the most 

promising aspects of ePortfolios is their role in improving the skills required for self-directed 

learning.5  

Which courses are required to use the Integrated Portfolio?   

  

While all faculty are welcome to use the Integrated Portfolio in their classes, its use will be 

required in at least the following: Learning Foundations, Learning Explorations, Learning 

Integration, Cultural and Social Difference: Identity, Cultural and Social Difference: Systems, 

and any Thematic courses. Students who take the optional Writing Exploration course will also 

be required to use the Integrated Portfolio.  

Learning Foundations is taken in the student’s first year, so they will be responsible for 

introducing the philosophy behind the Integrated Portfolio and the technical aspects of using it.   

In addition to these courses, students will be required to write essays demonstrating their learning 

in the three Engagement requirements: Artistic Engagement, Experiential Engagement, and 

Global Engagement. These essays will need to be completed by the end of their Learning 

Integration course.  

Some of the submissions to the Integrated Portfolio will be responses to standardized 

assignments. This is important for many reasons. First, it will allow us to design the assignments 

for the Integrated Portfolio in an intentional and coherent way, taking in account how the various 

assignments relate and build on each other. Second, this will assure that there is consistency 

across the Portfolios and the students’ opportunities for integrated learning. Finally, having the 

same assignment across all students will make assessment easier and more meaningful.  

 
4 See Ring, G., & Ramirez, B. (2012). Implementing ePortfolios for the Assessment of General Education 

Competencies. International Journal of ePortfolio, 2(1), 87-97; Reardon, R. C., Lumsden, J. A., & Meyer, K. E. 

(2005). Developing an e-portfolio program: Providing a comprehensive tool for student development, reflection, and 

integration. NASPA Journal, 42(3), 368-380; Challis, D. (2005). Towards the mature ePortfolio: Some implications 

for higher education. Canadian Journal of Learning and Technology/La revue canadienne de l’apprentissage et de la 

technologie, 31(3).  

5 Beckers, J., Dolmans, D., & Van Merriënboer, J. (2016). e-Portfolios enhancing students' self-directed learning: A 

systematic review of influencing factors. Australasian Journal of Educational Technology, 32(2).  
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In our research into schools that have already adopted the ePortfolio, a consistent theme from 

those who have been successful is the inclusion of students into the process. We suggest that if 

this proposal is approved, a committee is formed that includes faculty, staff and students, which 

is responsible for designing the Integrated Portfolio template, which will include the 

standardized assignments. The Writing Center tutors should be included in recruitment of student 

participants, since they have experience in thinking about faculty assignments. We recommend 

that this committee will start with reading the literature on ePortfolios that is cited in this 

proposal. These particular readings were chosen from the voluminous literature on ePortfolios 

because they align with the goals we have for the Integrated Portfolio: to provide an opportunity 

for students to integrate their knowledge, to produce self-regulated learners, and to offer both 

formative and summative assessment opportunities for both students and programs.  

There is one other item from our research that we would like to suggest: an incentive for students 

to do their best work. Many of the schools that have successfully implemented the ePortfolio 

have created incentives by offering cash awards to students who do outstanding work on their 

portfolios and agree to let their work be used as examples.  

  

Implementation issues –What platform will we use? What technical and other support will be 

available?   

  

There are many different platforms that can be used for ePortfolios, including Canvas. A 

committee will be assigned to investigating various platforms if the proposal is passed.  

We recognize that implementing an ePortfolio system will be a big change for our institutions 

and will need to be a focus of our professional development. As Academic Affairs has noted, 

there are significant funds available for the next three years of professional development and we 

expect that a part of this will be directed toward the Integrated Portfolio. As mentioned above, 

ePortfolios have been used for a long time, and there is a growing literature surrounding their 

use. This literature will guide us in our implementation efforts. There is a journal devoted to 

ePortfolios and there are a number of annual conferences either wholly or partially on the topic.   

In addition to consulting these national resources, there will be intensive efforts on campus to 

ensure that faculty are prepared to use this technology consistent with best practices by 2020. We 

also plan to train staff, including the Media Center staff, the Writing Center staff, and the 

librarians. We expect that these staff resources will then be available for ongoing student and 

faculty support.  

Writing  

  

The Writing requirements are spread across the student’s college career. The development of 

core academic competencies and the integration of the student’s learning are at the center of the 

Writing requirements. Several high-impact practices are built in: First Year Seminar, ePortfolio, 

Writing Intensive, and Common Intellectual Experience.   
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The Writing courses include many common elements to ensure that all students receive 

appropriate grounding in these high-impact practices and the learning outcomes. The courses 

also retain faculty autonomy through many class-specific elements such as instructor-chosen 

topics.   

Learning Foundations  

  

This 4-credit course will be taken in the student’s first year. It is capped at 18 students. It 

functions as both an introduction to their general education experience at a Catholic, Benedictine 

college, and as a writing-intensive course. Students will demonstrate reflection on their learning 

through an introduction to the Integrated Portfolio. The topics of these courses are diverse and 

intended to be taught by faculty from across all divisions.   

  

Learning Outcomes   

  

Write 1   

Students demonstrate awareness of the context and purpose of their writing, which is to 

make an evidence-based argument. They organize their writing in a manner that is 

generally effective given the purpose. They use appropriate content to develop and 

support their ideas. There may be errors in syntax or mechanics, but not enough to pose a 

significant barrier to understanding. 

Information Literacy 1   

Students access appropriate information through common search strategies. They cite 

sources appropriately and articulate the value of accurate citations. Their papers are free 

of plagiarism.   

Metacognition 1   

Students begin to identify their intellectual abilities and dispositions. They recognize that there 

are different problem-solving processes and learning strategies. 

   

    

Common Elements in Each Section of Learning Foundations (program-specific)   

• Common Reading – (to be decided upon by program faculty teaching the course, in 

consultation with general education committee)   

• Introduction to Integrated Portfolio (IP)    

• One ARTE-approved event embedded in the course   

• To assess the Write 1 learning outcome, one essay will be collected for the IP. An essay 

template will be created in consultation with current FYS instructors and the Office of 

Academic Assessment and Effectiveness as a common starting point to aid in individual 

course design.   

• One required class session drawing on the expertise of research librarians.   
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• Students will be required to attend one session with Writing Center peer tutors (inside or 

outside of class).6  

   

Class-specific Elements of the Learning Foundations (determined by the instructor)   

• Instructor-chosen topic of semester with appropriate topical readings and assignments   

• Writing/discussion/activities of material—text, video, music, etc. (to be assessed/graded 

by instructor).   

• These writing/discussion/activities would incorporate the Information Literacy 1 and 

Metacognition 1 learning outcomes. Sample activities and templates will be created with 

campus experts, such as research librarians or Media Services.   

   

Writing Explorations  

  

Learning Explorations (2-credits, used for students who transfer out of Learning Foundations)  

 (This course was approved by the JFS on 12-10-2019) 

 

This 2-credit course will be taken by students (first year or transfer) who have already completed 

a writing composition course and will be capped at 18 students. It functions as both an 

introduction to their general education experience at a Catholic, Benedictine college, and as a 

writing-intensive course. Students will demonstrate reflection on their learning through an 

introduction to the Integrated Portfolio. The topics of these courses are diverse and intended to 

be taught by faculty from across all divisions.   

  

Learning Outcomes (these learning outcomes are also in two required courses)  

  

Write 2    

Students demonstrate consideration of the context, audience, and purpose of their writing 

and use compelling content to clearly support their ideas. They consistently organize their 

arguments using relevant evidence. The language is clear and straightforward, with few 

errors.  

   

Information Literacy 1 

Students access appropriate information through common search strategies. They cite sources 

appropriately and articulate the value of accurate citations. Their papers are free of plagiarism.    

 

Metacognition 1 

Students begin to identify their intellectual abilities and dispositions. They recognize that there 

are different problem-solving processes and learning strategies. 

 
6 See: Rapp Young, Beth. “Using Archival Data to Examine Mandatory Visits.” Academic Exchange Quarterly 18:4 

(Winter 2014). Rapp Young’s study uses empirical research on more than 80,000 writing center visits over a ten-year 

period to show the value of this practice. Many other studies of smaller scope have had the same findings.  
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Learning Integration  

  

This 4-credit course will be taken in the student’s junior or senior year after they have taken their 

three same-themed courses. It will be capped at 18 students. It functions as both a culminating 

general education experience and a writing-intensive course. Students build on their writing 

skills acquired in the foundations writing class and any optional exploration writing classes, with 

a focus on the integration and transfer of student learning across their college experience. 

Students must demonstrate reflection on their learning and how they address complex values. 

The topics of these courses are diverse and intended to be taught by faculty from across all 

divisions. This course cannot count toward a major.  

  

This course is intended to provide the students with an opportunity to integrate their coursework. 

In particular, this will be an opportunity to draw connections among their thematic coursework 

and integrate their general education courses and co-curricular activities. In thinking about the 

design of this course, RISE is guided by the following interpretation of Dewey’s first criterion 

for reflection, as discussed by Carol Rodgers (845).7  

Reflection is a meaning-making process that moves a learner from one experience into 

the next with deeper understanding of its relationships with and connections to other 

experiences and ideas. It is the thread that makes continuity of learning possible, and 

ensures the progress of the individual and, ultimately, society. It is a means to essentially 

moral ends.   

The Integrated Knowledge Essay is the culminating act of the general education curriculum. The 

Integrated Knowledge Essay is both a product and a process, a pedagogical activity and an 

assessment activity. As mentioned in the above section, there will be staff resources and support 

for the Integrated Portfolio.  

 Learning Outcomes   

  

Common Good 3   

Students apply the moral understanding they have gained to articulate and defend some vision of 

a responsible life and character, and connect these to the common good. This vision 

demonstrates how complex values are embedded in everyday life and institutions.   

   

Metacognition 3   

Students apply their metacognitive knowledge to improve their problem-solving processes, and 

to strengthen learning strategies.   

   

Speak 2  

 
7 “Defining Reflection: Another Look at John Dewey and Reflective Thinking”  Teachers 

College Record, 104:4 (2002).  
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Students organize a presentation with a clear central message that is consistent with relevant 
supporting material(s). Delivery techniques make the presentation interesting, and students 

appear comfortable.   

   

Write 3    

Students demonstrate a thorough understanding of context, audience, and purpose and use 

relevant and compelling content. The language is clear, fluent and virtually error-free.   

  

Common Elements in Each Section   

• Culmination of Integrated Portfolio   

• Integrated Knowledge Essay (details below)  

   

Class-specific Elements   

• Instructor chooses the topic for the course and appropriate readings and assignments.   

• Instructors design the daily activities.  

• Instructors choose their own assignments for assessment of the Metacognition 3 and 

Speak 2 learning outcomes.   

  

Integrated Knowledge Essay  

• Meets Common Good 3 and Write 3.  

• This should build on work from thematic courses, engagement requirements, cocurricular 

activities and other experiences from their time at CSB/SJU.  

• The essay will be done in multiple drafts.  

• The essay will be approximately 2500-3000 words (10-12 pp.).  

• Main question: what is a responsible life and how does it connect to the common good?  

o Students will describe their own vision of a morally responsible life and  how it 

connects to the common good in the context of their main theme.  

o Students will draw on their coursework and other experiences to provide  

 evidence and support for their vision.  

• Must also address:   

o Students need to demonstrate how the issues they are discussing are embedded in 

everyday life and institutions.  

o Students need to demonstrate how their coursework in themed Ways of Thinking 

illustrates the different approaches to the same theme and how thinking about an 

issue through different approaches might be valuable.  

  

Themes and Ways of Thinking  

  

The Thematic coursework and the Ways of Thinking coursework intersect. Students must take 4 

credits in each Way of Thinking. Of those classes, three must be on a shared theme. This 

requirement was developed in order to help students see the value of different methodological 

approaches to a single theme, which is a hallmark of a liberal arts and sciences education. The 
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other two Ways of Thinking might not be on any theme, on different themes, or on the same 

theme as their other themed coursework. Any combination of 1, 2, and 4 credit courses, totaling 

4 credits in a single Way of Thinking can satisfy that Way of Thinking. Based on positive 

feedback from students, we are working on a way to provide students who take all five Ways of 

Thinking on the same theme with a special notation on their transcript, similar to the way we 

denote completion of the Honors program.   

  

  

Ways of Thinking  

  

In order to ensure breadth across the curriculum, we are requiring students to take courses with 

different methodological approaches. There are five Ways of Thinking and students will be 

required to take a class on each of the five. While closely associated with our administrative 

divisions, these Ways of Thinking were developed by faculty ad hoc committees (RISE 

members, CCC members, and other volunteers) to capture the conceptual distinctions among the 

different methodologies and perspectives we believe are important for students to be exposed to. 

It’s possible (and probable) that departments will offer distinct courses that can meet more than 

one Way of Thinking. (For one example, a creative writing course from the English department 

would meet Artistic Expression and a Shakespeare course in English would meet The Human 

Experience.) Below is the draft language for the five Ways of Thinking developed by the ad hoc 

committees. The Common Curriculum Committee will be reviewing these Ways of Thinking to 

ensure the descriptions would allow CCC members to determine if a course met the proposed 

Way of Thinking.  

 

The names and descriptions of the Ways of Thinking were revised by the JFS on 12/06/2018. 

  

Abstract Structures   

  

This Way of Thinking focuses on formal and symbolic representations of objects, structures and/or 

experiences. Through this focus, this Way of Thinking examines such representations and the 

relationships between them, and explores ways that formal and symbolic models can be applied to a 

range of more concrete examples and situations. Abstract reasoning by its nature requires unambiguous, 

systematic, and/or well-defined rules for the creation and manipulations of symbols and relationships.  

Students will focus on developing representations (numeric, symbolic, graphical, and otherwise) and 

rules. These courses will refine students’ manipulation and understanding of those representations and 

rules appropriate to the subject being studied. As Abstract Structures model objects, structures and 

relationships, a course would be expected to cultivate students’ abilities to move fluently between these 

abstract representations/models and the concrete examples (and/or simpler abstractions) they represent. 

Examples of Abstract Structures include but are not limited to: music theory; symbolization and 

evaluation of the validity of arguments; analysis and composition of algorithms and computer 

programs; analysis and development of mathematical models; linguistic analysis; deductive arguments 

and formal proofs.  
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Artistic Expression  

   
This Way of Thinking includes the making, performance, and/or examination of artistic works through 

a lens of direct engagement with individual pieces of art. An experiential and critical understanding of 

artistic ways of thinking emerges from three sources: the process of moving from creative impulse to 

artistically informed production; the direct engagement with artistic expression, with focused 

consideration of relevant art form(s), style(s), and/or context(s); and intentional reflection on the 

experience of the work of art. Artistic knowledge, whether as artistic creation, contextual 

understanding, or critical reflection, will most successfully emerge from multiple experiences of this 

process, allowing students to discover and communicate their thoughts.  

Students will directly engage with individual works of art in these courses. This engagement may be by 

creating original works, performing existing works, or through the examination of art works from the 

critical perspectives used by professional arts critics, arts theorists, and arts historians who examine 

historical or contemporary art forms primarily as art works. As a way of thinking, Artistic Expression 

may be cultivated through studio-, performance-, or workshop- based courses, including individual 

lessons; or through studies relating to the criticism or theory of the fine arts.  

 

    

The Human Experience  

  

This Way of Thinking seeks to recognize and understand how humans have represented and 

constructed the human experience, and to thereby empower students as critical and creative agents in 

their own lives and communities. This Way of Thinking is the study of how human beings use texts, in 

different times and places, to understand, represent, and shape their world, and their experience of that 

world. Students will investigate, interpret, and analyze texts such as written works, spoken language, 

visual images, film, song, performance, or other cultural artifacts, in order to explore how human 

engagement with the world constructs meaning and shapes particular social and historical contexts. 

Particular attention will be paid to the ways in which elements of expression are influenced by their 

place and period of production.  

Students will explore human efforts to make sense of the world around them and the ways in which 

those efforts shape the human experience. This Way of Thinking recognizes that human experience 

may involve textual engagement with community, internal life, the natural world, and/or the past and 

future. Key to engaging this process is the act of writing, in which students learn to reflect, refine, 

focus, and clarify their own analysis as active participants in making meaning of the world around 

them.  

   

  

Natural World  
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This Way of Thinking examines the structures and interactions within the natural world. The natural 

world comprises the physical universe, both living and non-living, as well as the forces that act on it. 

This empirical mode of inquiry relies on constructing hypotheses and testing them with data collected 

through observation and experimentation to learn about the natural world.  

Students will distinguish between inquiry that aims at empirical knowledge and other forms of human 

inquiry and knowing. These courses will enable students to have a deeper understanding of the natural 

world and prepare students to evaluate scientific claims critically through an appeal to factual evidence. 

These courses are accompanied by lab periods where students will make observations, collect data, 

appropriately analyze their results, and communicate their findings.  

 

 

Social World  

  

This Way of Thinking uses the scientific method to examine and understand social phenomena, such as, 

human behavior, cognition, and how institutions, structures, and norms shape human behavior. This 

way of thinking involves both qualitative and quantitative research methods. The ultimate goal of such 

work is to draw generalizable conclusions about societies, institutions, groups, and individuals that are 

valid beyond the context of the research.  

Students in these courses will consider theories, learn basic social scientific methods, and engage with 

social scientific evidence to describe the world and test ideas about societies, institutions, groups, 

and/or individuals.  

 

  

    

Themes  

  

In a series of meetings during the spring of 2019 the JFS, upon the recommendation of the IICC 

Board, approved three themes from the original five described below. Those three themes are 

Justice, Movement, and Truth. In addition, at the 4/17/2019 meeting the JFS authorized the 

creation of a taskforce to explore the possibility of implementing a fourth theme – Environment. 

 

We have developed three proposed themes that will help students make connections and 

integrate their learning across coursework. Themes were developed in a committee composed of 

RISE members, students, and faculty from across the divisions. These themes were designed to 

be broad enough that all five Ways of Thinking are represented, yet narrow enough that the 

students can make meaningful connections across their coursework. We chose to develop themes 

that were broad, not just to maximize departmental contributions, but also to allow for as much 

creative space as possible within which students could make connections on their own. They 

were also designed to allow, but not require, reflection on broader issues of ethical consequence 

and Benedictine values. While no individual class on a theme is expected to incorporate these 
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value perspectives, the themes themselves create a space where such discussions are possible and 

students will be able to reflect on these perspectives in their Integrated Portfolio.  

  

Students will be required to take three same-themed courses from three different Ways of 

Thinking. By having three different Ways of Thinking on the same topic, students can see the 

distinctive value different disciplines bring to bear on an issue. We have heard over and over 

again from faculty and students of their desire for cross-disciplinary conversation; teaching in a 

theme will provide opportunities for faculty to collaborate outside of their department and will 

provide opportunities for enriched conversations among students inside and outside of the 

classroom.  

  

There are two kinds of themed courses: 200- or 300-level courses that are wholly dedicated to a 

theme, called Thematic Focus, and 100, 200, and 300 level courses that are partially dedicated to 

a theme, called Thematic Encounter.   

  

Thematic Focus  

  

While these 4-credit, 200- or 300-level courses can count toward the major, they have several 

obligations to the general education program. These courses are dedicated to a single theme, are 

associated with a Way of Thinking (or two Ways of Thinking if they are team-taught by two 

faculty members with different methodological approaches), include a common reading on that 

theme, use the Integrated Portfolio, and introduce students to the liberal arts and sciences goal of 

studying a diverse array of disciplinary approaches. They can be on any topic within one of the 

themes. Faculty who teach a Thematic Focus class on the same theme will be meeting to select a 

common reading for their themed classes and to discuss possible ways to maximize integration 

across sections. Faculty who teach Thematic Encounter courses will be encouraged to attend 

these discussions. In cases where these courses are team taught by two faculty members with 

different methodological approaches, they can count as two distinct Ways of Thinking.  

  

Thematic Encounter  

  

In these courses, the theme should be a primary lens used to frame or supplement course content, 

not necessarily replace course content. While instructors are encouraged to use the theme to 

interpret existing content, they are welcome to add course content that directly contributes to a 

greater understanding and/or appreciation of the theme.   

  

For a 4-credit course, approximately 25% of the course should be dedicated to the theme. One 

way to define the 25% threshold is to think about the hours involved both in and out of a 4-credit 

class (if an instructor wants to offer a 2-credit class, the threshold increases to 50%). If we begin 

with the assumption for every hour in the class students should spend two to three outside the 

class, then 25% of course content in a 4-credit class amounts to a total of 30-40 hours. While 

presumably the course would spend time addressing the theme both during class and/or lab time 

and through outside readings and assignments, the division of those hours is up to the individual 
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instructor’s discretion. The time spent on the theme could be achieved in a single unit and/or 

woven throughout the class.  

  

By committing to theming a class, faculty agree to require an assignment that incorporates the 

theme and can be submitted to the student’s Integrated Portfolio. The theme is used to help the 

student make connections across their themed coursework and is not an assessment artifact. The 

assignment can be any artifact authentic to the individual course. A paper, a recording of a 

performance, an image of a work of art, a musical composition, a recording of a presentation, a 

model or computer program, or a lab notebook are all examples of acceptable artifacts.  

  

Faculty who teach a Thematic Encounter course can satisfactorily address the theme by some 

combination of the following:  

• Using readings that address the theme;  

• Requiring assignments (some of which will be graded) that demonstrate students have 

used the Way of Thinking to engage with the theme;  

• Dedicating class or lab time to addressing the theme, either in lecture, discussion, or 

inclass activities; and,  

• Solving problems related to the theme.   

Example 1  

• Have three weeks of the syllabus (spread out or in a unit) dedicated to reading material 

on the theme, which is discussed in class or the focus of in class activities. (23 hours)  

• Have a big project that integrates the theme. (10-15 hours)  

  

Example 2  

• Have four weeks on of the syllabus (spread out or in a unit) dedicated to reading material 

on the theme, which is discussed in class or the focus of in class activities. (30 hours)  

• Have a number of small assignments outside of class that integrated the theme (5-10 

hours).  

  

Approved Themes  

The three initial themes that will begin to be implemented in Fall 2020 are listed below, and are as 

follows: Truth, Movement, and Justice. A fourth theme, Environment, is under a two-year development 

period.1  

Students will be required to take three same-themed courses from three different Ways of Thinking. By 

having three different Ways of Thinking on the same topic, students can see the distinctive value 

different disciplines bring to bear on an issue. There are two kinds of themed courses: courses that are 

wholly dedicated to a theme, called Thematic Focus, and courses that are partially dedicated to a theme, 

called Thematic Encounter.  

These themes address issues of significance for our students and our world, allow students to explore 

these issues from a local and global perspective, allow students to reflect on how Benedictine practices 

might apply to questions in individual or social lives, and allow for broader reflection on questions of 
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meaning, value, and purpose. While no individual class on a theme is expected to incorporate these 

value perspectives, the themes themselves create a space where such discussions are possible and 

students will be able to reflect on these perspectives in their Integrated Portfolio.  

Truth  

This theme examines what truth is, why it is valuable, how it shapes choices and our perceptions of 

ourselves and our world. This theme might explore efforts to discover and promote truth, or the ways in 

which lies, errors, biases, or faulty science subvert, obscure, and misidentify truth.  

Courses in this theme might study: 

• Examine and analyze the logical structure of arguments and their fallacies or use statistical analysis to 

identify the truths hidden in large data sets or complex systems 

• The roles of artifice and authenticity in artistic expression or ways of illuminating truth or telling lies 

through representation in the arts. 

• Human efforts to discover eternal and universal truths or the risks and consequences of telling the 

truth. 

• Ways of illuminating truth through scientific research or developing scientific literacy. • Ways in 

which our beliefs can obscure truths about ourselves or our world, how our biases can distort truth, or 

the processes and consequences of deceiving ourselves and others.  

1 
Truth and Movement were approved as initial themes at the JFS meeting on March 12, 2019, while Justice was 

approved, along with the developmental theme of Environment, at the April 17, 2019 JFS meeting.  

Movement  

This theme examines the interactions of ideas, people, energy, information, or matter as they flow from 

one location, literal or metaphorical, to another. This theme recognizes that movement can occur across 

conceptual, historical and stylistic boundaries, and that humans, other animals, and even the most basic 

components of our world move in one form or another, and often, from one form to another.  

Courses in this theme could include: 

• Modeling natural resource or information transfers, immigration patterns, or effects of ecological 

invasions or examining how linguistic structure crosses borders.  

• How theater, music, or art, transmit ideas across borders or how ideas and approaches come in contact 

with one another. 

• The ways in which literature is used to understand migration, or histories of immigration for different 

countries and communities.  

• Concepts in epidemiology, transfer of natural resources and technology, food and agricultural 

practices, or the ecological interactions in food chains. 

• Past or present political, economic, or cultural causes of immigration or barriers to migration.  
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Justice  

This theme focuses on historical and contemporary social change, whether forms of oppression or 

advocacy for human dignity and inclusion. Courses might explore concepts of justice, or historical or 

contemporary calls for fair and equitable conditions, institutions and laws, or the fight for human rights 

and equality, or various policies and movements that have restricted the same.  

Courses in this theme might: 

• Model or use data and statistical models to examine the impact of different policies on social 

change/social justice concerns such as income inequality. 

• Explore the use of visual art, literature, and performance that advocate for or against social justice or 

to document or to critique social change. 

• Study histories of enslavement or efforts to overthrow or recover from colonial oppression. 

• Study philosophical perspectives on justice. 

• Study the use of science or technology, past or present, to maintain inequitable conditions or alleviate 

human suffering. 

• Examine political activism, or income and wealth inequality.2  

2 
The language for Justice is slightly revised from the original RISE document, as approved at the March 12, 

2019 JFS meeting.  

Environment (under development)  

This theme examines the impact of humans on our natural world and the impact of the natural world on 

humans. Courses in this theme may address a wide variety of approaches to studying the natural 

environment, but will be united by an emphasis on understanding the impact that humans have on the 

natural world, or the impact that the natural world has on human culture and society. This theme may 

also include classes that consider questions of sustainability such as the ability to meet society’s present 

needs without compromising the needs of the future, or an analysis of the causes of climate change.  

Courses in this theme might explore: 

• Statistical or computational methods to model the impact that human activity has on the natural world 

or develop or evaluate models of populations affected by sustainability efforts. 

• Artistic representations of human relationships to the natural world, or sustainable production 

methods. 

• Literary efforts to understand humans’ relationships to the natural world, or different historical or 

philosophical understandings of that relationship. 

• The impact of human activity on the natural world, or strategies to preserve natural resources. 

• How climate change has in turn impacted social, economic, or political systems and policies.  
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Cultural & Social Difference  

  

Students take two sequential Cultural & Social Difference courses. These courses examine the 

ways in which gender, race, and ethnicity structure and impact our lives and how these 

differences are made to matter in society. In the Cultural and Social Difference: Identity class 

students will learn why none of these categories, in isolation, is sufficient to conceptualize either 

individual or social identity.17 In their Cultural and Social Difference: Systems class, students 

will demonstrate an understanding of how constructions of race, gender, and ethnicity shape 

cultural rules and biases and how these constructions vary across time, cultures, and societies. In 

addition, the ways in which gender, race, and ethnicity intersect must be given prominent 

attention in both classes. Faculty are also encouraged to include discussion of other kinds of 

social identity, such as age, citizenship, class, disability, sexual orientation, and/or religion.  

  

Cultural and Social Difference: Identity  

  

This is the first of two courses focused on gender, race, and ethnicity. Faculty can choose their 

own topic, as long as it meets the learning outcomes. This course can be taught in any 

department and can count toward majors. This course must be completed in the first year and 

may not be used to satisfy a Way of Thinking.  

    

In this course, students will learn why gender, race, or ethnicity, in isolation, is insufficient to 

conceptualize either individual or social identity. Students will learn to think critically about their 

own gendered, racial, and ethnic identities as well as identify the social and cultural factors that 

shape and contribute to each. Cultural and Social Difference: Identity must address gender, race, 

and ethnicity in the contemporary United States, though it can do this through the study of texts 

or data that are not primarily about the contemporary United States.  

  

The ways in which gender, race, and ethnicity intersect must be given prominent attention in this 

class. An understanding of intersectionality requires recognizing that gender, racial, and ethnic 

identities are dynamic and that each is experienced differently, depending on how they combine 

in any one person. An exploration of intersectionality will also involve study of how these and 

other identities dynamically connect to systems of power. In other words, efforts to achieve 

justice in any one of these areas must take the others into account.  

  

Learning Outcomes  

  

Collaboration 1  

Students identify the different roles in the group, engage group members by acknowledging their 

contributions, articulate the importance of multiple and diverse perspectives in a group, and 

complete all individual tasks on time.  

                                                  
17 See Stephens, N. M., Brannon, T. N., Markus, H. R., & Nelson, J. E. (2015). Feeling at home in college:  
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Fortifying school‐relevant selves to reduce social class disparities in higher education. Social Issues and Policy 

Review, 9(1), 1-24 for evidence that “educating students about the significance of social contexts that shape the self—

such as social class, race, or gender—can increase students’ understandings of themselves and others.”   

   

  

Gender 1  

Students identify a diversity of gender identities. Students identify social and cultural factors that 

shape their own gender identities and how these factors influence their self-conception and 

worldview.   

  

Race and Ethnicity 1   

Students identify factors that shape their racial and ethnic identities and explain how these factors 

influence their self- conception and relationships to their communities.   

  

Speak 1  

Students organize a presentation with a central message that is partially supported by relevant 

material(s). Delivery techniques make the presentation understandable, although students may 

appear tentative or uncomfortable.   

  

Co-curricular  

Requirement: one event related to gender and one event related to race and/or ethnicity must be 

incorporated into the syllabus. These could be Fine Arts events, but do not have to be.  

  

Cultural and Social Difference: Systems  

(Cultural and Social Difference: Identity is a prerequisite)  

  

This is the second of the two-course series. This course can be on any topic that meets the 

learning outcomes. It can be taught in any department and can count toward majors. This course 

may not be used to satisfy a Way of Thinking.  

  

Students will demonstrate an understanding of how constructions of race, gender, and ethnicity 

shape cultural rules and biases and how these constructions vary across time, cultures, and 

societies. In addition, students will critically analyze the ways in which these forms of identity 

raise questions of justice with regard to access and participation in communal life. This class 

may address gender, race, and ethnicity in any context, including the contemporary United 

States, other nations or cultures, and/or various points in history.  

  

The ways in which gender, race, and ethnicity intersect must be given prominent attention in this 

class. An understanding of intersectionality requires recognizing that gender, racial, and ethnic 

identities are dynamic and that each is experienced differently, depending on how they combine 

in any one person. An exploration of intersectionality will also involve study of how these and 

other identities dynamically connect to systems of power. In other words, efforts to achieve 

justice in any one of these areas must take the others into account.  
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Learning Outcomes  

Common Good 2  

Students identify different ideas of what the common good is, including the varied ways 

in which the common good has been and might be pursued across time, place, and context. 

Their analyses demonstrate their understanding of the complexities of moral life and 

moral responsibilities on an individual and civic level.  

 

Gender 2    

Students analyze how historical and/or contemporary constructions of gender shape and are 

shaped by cultural systems of power. Students analyze how factors such as race, ethnicity, age, 

class, sexuality, disability, religion, or nationality intersect with gender. 

           

Race and Ethnicity 2   

Students demonstrate how historical and/or contemporary constructions of race and/or ethnicity 

shape and are shaped by cultural systems of power. Students analyze how factors such as 

gender, age, class, sexuality, disability, religion, or nationality intersect with race and/or 

ethnicity. 

Theology  

  

Reflecting the Catholic and Benedictine mission of our schools in multiple ways, the new 

curriculum includes two sequential courses in Theology and an engagement component with 

Benedictine community and practice. First, within the two theology courses, students engage in 

theological reasoning and analyze religious engagement in society. In addition to Theological 

Reasoning and Religious Engagement, the two Theology classes in the new curriculum carry 

other general education learning outcomes:  the first of the two theology courses carries a 

Common Good outcome and the second carries a Write outcome. In this way, the theological 

courses are well integrated with other outcomes of the students’ general education. Further 

integration of the schools’ mission is ensured through the Benedictine Engagement 

requirement—one of four Engagement requirements which can be met through a class or outside 

of a class as explained later in this proposal.   

  

The first of the theology courses will likely be offered under a single course heading (as with the 

current THEO 111). The second of the theology courses will likely be met through a variety of 

courses designated as the second theology course (as with the current TU). The second theology 

course can be on a range of topics, include religions other than Christianity, as long as the course 

is designed to meet the learning outcomes in Theological Reasoning, Religious Engagement, and 

Write. Given the Catholic and Benedictine character of our schools, the theological reasoning 

outcome requires students to “think critically about sources, doctrines, or themes of the Christian 

tradition,” and thus theology courses in all topics will need to bring Christian sources into the 

dialogue of the course in order for students to meet the outcome.     

  

As in the current curriculum, we anticipate that most sections of the second theology course will 

be offered by members of the Theology department, but that colleagues in other departments will 
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also continue to offer sections. Faculty will apply for their courses to be designated as a second 

theology course through the standing curriculum committee (as in the current curriculum). For 

the Benedictine Engagement designation, faculty from any department can seek the designation 

for their courses in order to serve students choosing to meet the requirement through a 

designated class. We anticipate, based on conversations with CBTAI and the Theology 

Department, that BEN designated courses will primarily be taught outside the Theology 

Department.  

  

Because all students already take two classes in theology in the Integrations Curriculum, 

theology classes cannot count as Ways of Thinking courses. While theological thinking is 

admittedly a method of thinking, and while theological classes could address the themes, keeping 

these two theology courses out of the Ways of Thinking ensures that theology adds to the breadth 

of disciplines for students rather than potentially competing for space with other disciplines. 

RISE hopes that some theology classes will address the themes simply because professors seek 

to include intentional resonance.   

  

Theology 1  

  

This is the first of two courses focused on theology. Students think critically about sources and 

themes of the Christian tradition and begin to explore religious engagement with society. It is 

likely that this course will be developed under one course number to provide a degree of 

common grounding for the second theology course, though courses will vary by instructor.  

  

This class also includes a grounding in Benedictine Hallmarks such that students are prepared to 

meet their Benedictine Engagement (BEN) requirement later (The first theology class helps 

prepare students for the requirement but does not itself carry a BEN designation.)   

  

Learning Outcomes  

  

Analyzing Texts 1  

Students read or interpret a variety of texts for comprehension, adjusting strategies based on the 

genre, nature of the text and context of the assignment.   

  

Common Good 1  

Students explain the moral dimensions of situations, perspectives, and actions in their lives and 

recognize that there are competing, yet legitimate, conceptions of what defines the common 

good.   

  

Religious Engagement 1  

Students identify and explain one or more forms of religious engagement with the world.   

  

Theological Reasoning 1  

Students identify elements of Christian theological sources, which may include scripture, 

practices, texts, or art forms. They explain a theological teaching, doctrine, or theme.  
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Theology 2  

  

This is the second of two courses focused on theology; Theology 1 is a prerequisite. This 

300level course can be on any topic that meets the learning outcomes, moving students into 

interpretation of theological sources and analysis of religious engagement with society. The 

second theology courses can be on a variety of topics. As in the current curriculum, these topics 

can continue to include religions other than Christianity.  

   

  

Learning Outcomes  

  

Religious Engagement 2   

Students analyze forms of religious engagement by drawing on sources that may come from a 

range of academic disciplines.   

  

Theological Reasoning 2   

Students interpret theological sources and their contexts. They compare perspectives on a 

teaching, theme, or doctrine.  

  

Write 2  

Students demonstrate consideration of the context, audience, and purpose of their writing and use 

compelling content to clearly support ideas. They consistently organize their arguments using 

relevant evidence. The language is clear and straightforward, with few errors.   

  

Engagement Requirements  

  

As a part of its charge to develop a curriculum that highlights the history and mission of 

CSB/SJU, RISE has developed three Engagement Requirements. Although we believe the entire 

proposed curriculum reflects our history and mission, we have designed the Engagement 

Requirements around three aspects of CSB/SJU that we think are especially distinctive. The 

tradition at CSB/SJU has been to prepare students to think about their life holistically – that we 

prepare our students to live a full and purposeful life across many dimensions, to bring their full 

selves to their career, their communities, their personal and spiritual lives. We have done this in 

part by making experiential-based learning an integral part of the curriculum. In the current 

proposal, our goal is build on these strengths, while improving on what we have been doing in 

the past. We include three requirements that have experiential activities at their center:  

Experiential Engagement (EXP), Global Engagement (GLO), and Artistic Engagement (ARTE). 

  

Reflecting our History and Mission  

  

Experiential Engagement has long been a feature of how we approach student learning at  

CSB/SJU. We have done this in a variety of ways. We have the EL designation, we have a robust  
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Summer Undergraduate Research program, we have the student-driven Extending the Link, 

Bonner Leaders, Jackson Fellows, a dynamic DC Summer Internship program, etc. Experiential 

learning is one of our strengths across the curriculum. However, because these different activities 

take place through various programs and departments, we have not crafted a good narrative for 

our students or ourselves about the importance of this to a CSB/SJU education. RISE believes 

that by pulling these various strands together under the Experiential Engagement requirement, 

we will be better able to highlight the importance of experiential-based learning in all its forms to 

a CSB/SJU education.  

  

CSB/SJU has a long and proud tradition of being a nationally recognized leader in global 

education. Our leadership in this area is due to the strength of our Study Abroad programs.  

Around 60% of our students go abroad for either a semester or a short- term program. We have  

18 semester-long and 10-15 short-term programs. To perhaps state the obvious, the core of 

CSB/SJU thinking about global education has been built around recognizing the transformative 

experience of spending time abroad in another culture. In this proposal, we aim to extend this 

experiential component to those who cannot study abroad (often, but not always, for financial 

reasons). One of the guiding principles of RISE is ensuring the most equitable education we can 

to ALL our students. Thus we are proposing to bring global experiences to students who stay on 

campus. In this, we are attempting to build on the recognition we received when we won the 

Senator Paul Simon Award for comprehensive internationalization of our campuses.  

  

We also have an illustrious history of bringing the fine arts to central Minnesota. The Sisters 

were greeted with skepticism when they first proposed building an ambitiously large 

performance space at CSB. However, their vision has paid off – we now boast multidimensional 

programming that is the envy of other liberal arts schools. Saint John’s Monastery “built” a Bible 

by hand for the first time since the invention of the printing press. It has toured the country and 

gained an international reputation. These unique events, venues, collections, projects, resources, 

and artists in residence—including the Literary Arts Institute, which draws poet laureates and 

major prize-winners—all present opportunities for experiences that our students cannot have 

anywhere else, and that tie directly to the Benedictine community and liberal arts and sciences 

mission of our institutions.   

  

* While the original proposal included a fourth Engagement requirement – Benedictine 

Engagement – three semesters of work done by the Engagements implementation sub-committee 

determined that Benedictine values and heritage were better served elsewhere in the curriculum 

than in the Engagements. On 12/10/2019 the JFS approved moving Benedictine values and 

heritage out of the Engagements and finding a new way to incorporate it into the curriculum. 

That taskforce will report their recommendations back to the JFS by the end of the spring 2020 

semester. 

  

Experience-Centered Approach   

  

RISE has concluded that these requirements are fundamentally about getting students to have 

certain kinds of “real-life” experiences together with a structured reflection that helps them 
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derive meaningful lessons from these experiences. These requirements are held together by 

having several common elements. Each of them must include an experiential activity inside or 

outside the classroom, each of them must include a formal reflection that is included in the 

Integrated Portfolio, and they can be completed either as part of a designated class or outside the 

classroom.  

  

These requirements are bound together by their experience-centered approach. They are all forms 

of experiential engagement that connect action with reflection to promote deeper learning by 

using the pedagogical approaches developed by experiential learning literature. (Experiential 

Learning Best Practices are summarized later in this section.) The criteria we have developed for 

each of the requirements are based in best practices of experiential-based learning, which are 

outlined below.  

  

A word about what we mean by bringing “experience” into the classroom. Of course, every class 

is an experience, which can be broken down into finer grained experiences, like listening to a 

lecture or working in small groups. But we intend for the engagement component of these 

courses to go beyond these kinds of typical classroom experiences. The Engagement 

Requirements ask for faculty, staff, or students who apply to meet the requirement to include 

events or activities that put the content into a “real world” experience. This could involve asking 

students to attend events outside the classroom. But it could also involve bringing people into the 

classroom that students engage with directly. For example, a GLO experience might involve 

having international students on short-term programs be part of the class for three weeks. In the 

case of BEN, it might be bringing in members of the monastic community to discuss topics of 

the instructor’s choosing. Meeting the Engagement Requirements does not commit one to a 

semester long experiential activity; rather it requires only that one find ways to engage 

experientially with people and practices that are normally outside of the classroom. This could be 

a semester long service-learning project, or a set of activities outside the classroom, or it could be 

bringing outside people into the classroom.  

  

While the current FAE requirement recognizes the value of the both CSB/SJU-specific fine arts 

programming and this liberal arts tradition, RISE has worked with Fine Arts Programming and 

the Fine Arts departments to create a new kind of requirement, which we are calling Artistic 

Engagement (ARTE). RISE included creative writing in the Artistic Expression Way of 

Thinking and we are expanding our notion of what was formerly the FAE to include writers 

brought in by the Literary Arts Institute and similar programming. We plan to find ways to 

include some of the special collections we have on our campuses like the Saint John’s Bible. 

Students will be required to attend four ARTE events. We are broadening their ability to choose 

how to fulfill this requirement by not specifying which types of ARTE events they need to 

attend. (We currently require 2 visual events and 6 performing events.) We have also designed a 

requirement that is more intentional in its approach to reaching students. As is true for all the 

designations, faculty and programs wanting to have their event approved will need to 

demonstrate its benefits to students.  
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Student choice is a critical piece of the Artistic Engagement Requirement. Serving as a transition 

between the embedded ARTE events in the first-year coursework and the events they will choose 

to attend after graduation, these experiences allow students to explore and discover the arts on an 

individual level. The arts have a long history of being religious and social commentary, 

reflecting community ethical discussions, connecting the individual to a community, and 

celebrating what it means to be human. By engaging with the arts on a personal level while at 

CSB/SJU, students are more likely to connect with their communities, through the arts, in the 

future. CSB/SJU has an opportunity to be a leader in the field of arts engagement, empowering 

students with a variety of tools to understand the world they live in through artistic lenses, 

including non-verbal means of communication.  

  

All three of these requirements could be met by taking a designated class; after going through the 

appropriate faculty governance committees, the course could be designated as Experiential 

Engagement, Global Engagement, or Artistic Engagement.8 Crucially to our vision, however, 

these engagement requirements could also be filled through structured activities outside of a 

credited class. In these cases, a student would need to apply to have their experience classified as 

Experiential Engagement, Global Engagement, or Benedictine Engagement. Opening these 

requirements beyond course designation further enhances the integrative character of this 

curriculum. It also rights an inequity that has long been noticed by students: certain activities that 

are not tied to course credit cannot currently count toward the EL designation. For example, 

students who do the Summer Undergraduate Research program on campus, who participate in 

the China Summer Research program, or are Bonner Leaders do not get EL credit for these 

activities because they are not tied to class credit.  

  

We also would allow for the possibility that students could develop their own individual 

proposals to get approval for activities that are outside our standard programs. For example, a 

student doing summer research at another school could apply for EXP and students who travel 

abroad for Extending the Link could apply for GLO. The students would have to apply for 

approval before they begin their activity. For ARTE, students will have two ARTE-approved 

events embedded in their coursework (Learning Foundations and Learning Intefration) and can 

then choose to attend an additional two ARTE-designated events of their choice or take a class 

with an ARTE designation attached to it. 

  

A special note on Study Abroad, since it is done by so many of our students. Study Abroad 

fulfills the Experiential Engagement and Global Engagement requirements for both short-term 

and semester-long programs. Additionally, students who study a semester abroad can take 

courses through the educational programming that counts toward the Ways of Thinking 

requirements. They may also have the opportunity to take Cultural and Social Difference: 

Systems if the director decides to teach that course abroad. Students are required to write an 

essay for their Integrated Portfolio that meets the requirements for Experiential Engagement and 

 
8 We anticipate based on conversations with CBTAI and the Theology Department that BEN designated courses will 

primarily be taught outside the Theology Department.  
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Global Engagement. This assignment will be part of the class taught by the CSB/SJU faculty 

director.   

  

Experiential Learning Best Practices  

  

The criteria developed for the Engagement designations is based on the National Society for 

Experiential Education (NSEE), which is the leading organization of educators, business leaders, 

and community leaders devoted to the improvement of experiential education.   

  

The following are 4 of the 8 Principles of Best Practice according to NSEE. (Bolding added)   

  

Intention: All parties must be clear from the outset why experience is the chosen approach to 

the learning that is to take place and to the knowledge that will be demonstrated, applied or 

result from it. Intention represents the purposefulness that enables experience to become 

knowledge and, as such, is deeper than the goals, objectives, and activities that define the 

experience.  

  

Preparedness and Planning: Participants must ensure that they enter the experience with 

sufficient foundation to support a successful experience. They must also focus from the 

earliest stages of the experience/program on the identified intentions, adhering to them as goals, 

objectives and activities are defined. The resulting plan should include those intentions and be 

referred to on a regular basis by all parties. At the same time, it should be flexible enough to 

allow for adaptations as the experience unfolds.  

  

Authenticity: The experience must have a real-world context and/or be useful and 

meaningful in reference to an applied setting or situation. This means that is should be 

designed in concert with those who will be affected by or use it, or in response to a real situation.  

  

Reflection: Reflection is the element that transforms simple experience to a learning 

experience. For knowledge to be discovered and internalized the learner must test assumptions 

and hypotheses about the outcomes of decisions and actions taken, then weigh the outcomes 

against past learning and future implications. This reflective process is integral to all phases of 

experiential-based learning, from identifying intention and choosing the experience, to 

considering preconceptions and observing how they change as the experience unfolds. Reflection 

is also an essential tool for adjusting the experience and measuring outcomes.  

  

  

Engagement Learning Goals  

  

Artistic  

Students develop an awareness of the rich and distinctive ways that artistic expression can 
provoke thought and emotion, practice appropriate audience behavior and appreciation, 
and develop the tools to understand the world they live in through artistic lenses.  
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Experiential  

Students apply their knowledge and skills outside the classroom and document their learning 

through reflection.  

  

Global  

Students develop their awareness of their own and other cultures from outside the US through 

experiences and develop strategies for adapting effectively and appropriately to intercultural 

situations.  

  

Process for Receiving an Engagement Designation  

  

As mentioned, the Engagement requirements can be met in two ways: by proposing an individual 

project or by taking a designated course or program. In both cases, students will be required to 

submit work to the Integrated Portfolio. We expect that both the course and program applications 

and the individual student applications would have to meet similar criteria.   

  

Individual students can meet this designation by filling out an online individual proposal for  

EXP and GLO, and, once approved, submitting the required work to their Integrated  

Portfolio. Faculty can get their course designated as Experiential Engagement, Global 

Engagement, or Artistic Engagement, by filling out an online course proposal. Programs and arts 

programming can also get the designation by filling out the online proposal. In some cases, one 

engagement activity or course may meet multiple Engagement Requirements.  

  

We currently have many programs that fulfill engagement requirements but do not fulfill 

students’ Experiential Learning requirement. For example, Bonner Leaders Program, Jackson 

Fellows, and the CSB/SJU Summer Research Fellow program are significant experiential-based 

learning opportunities that do not receive general education credit and therefore cannot count as 

Experiential Learning. Similarly, the China: Summer Science Research at Southwest University 

does not receive the IC or EL designations because the students do not receive course credit. The 

RISE committee thinks the policy of requiring experiences to be credit-bearing in order to count 

as Experiential Learning is unfair to the students who participate in these school-sponsored 

programs. We are trying to rectify this inequity by allowing programs to apply for designations.  

  

RISE has been in conversation with the Center for Global Engagement about how to create on 

campus opportunities for Global Engagement. CGE would like to build on the process of the 

globalization of our campuses that was begun several years ago.   

  

They are using the approach created by ELCE (now XPD) to create partnerships with several 

community partners, like Community Bridges, Global Minnesota, Minnesota International NGO 

network, International Institute of Minnesota and the Minnesota Trade Office, to develop 

opportunities for students in the form of internships and service-learning. An example of what 

GLO might look like at our campuses is the peer mentor program run by the CGE. This program 

takes current students and partners them with international students. The peer mentors serve as a 
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cultural guide, host homestays, and attend numerous events and programming sponsored by the 

CGE.   

  

RISE has also been in contact with Languages and Cultures who are already doing the kind of 

work that could be easily adapted to fit the Global Engagement Requirement. For example, the 

Fulbright TA from Austria works with the students of German on a number of activities that 

could fit the Global Engagement criteria, including regular attendance at the German Table for 

meals and conversation, attendance at cultural events related to German-language heritage on or 

off campus (e.g. theater, opera), and film series on culturally relevant topics; the TalkAbroad 

program has been used in French to provide several half-hour Skype conversations in French 

between a CSB/SJU student and a person in the French-speaking world (France, Quebec, 

Senegal, etc.); short-term visiting students from Japan and other countries usually join several 

classes for the weeks they are on campus and participate in activities with CSB/SJU students 

both in and out of classrooms;  ESL classes are paired with students taking COMM 350 

(Intercultural Communication) for the following activity: each pair of students (from different 

national/cultural/linguistic backgrounds) meets outside of class three times during the semester, 

has a one-hour (minimum) conversation on an assigned topic each time, and writes a reflection 

essay about what they learned from each other.   

  

RISE recommends an approval process that will require programs to receive approval from 

appropriate Advisory Boards made up of faculty and staff that will then go to the ACC for final 

approval. We expect that there would be one Advisory Board per requirement. Individual student 

proposals would also first be vetted by these Advisory Boards.   

  

Criteria  

  

The criteria that we developed for each of the three Engagement designations are derived from 

the four best practices described above. We worked with the Experience and Professional 

Development office, the Center for Global Education, members of the Fine Arts faculty, the 

CBTAI Committee, and other relevant groups and individuals as we developed these criteria for 

the different requirements.   

  

What follows is a draft of the kinds of questions that will be on the course proposal forms. We 

expect that they will be refined during the implementation phase. These questions follow a 

model known as the DEAL Reflection prompt that is an established guided series of questions 

that lead students through Description, Examination, and Analysis of Learning. These will be 

standard reflection prompts for the Engagement reflections submitted to the students’ ePortfolio. 
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Experiential  

  

There is an extensive literature demonstrating the benefits of experiential pedagogy in student 

learning.9 And, as mentioned above, this pedagogy is currently used successfully in a variety of 

ways across the institutions: in undergraduate research, internships, service-learning, study 

abroad, and entrepreneurial opportunities.  

  

Experiential Engagement Learning Goal  

  

Students apply their knowledge and skills outside the classroom and document their learning 

through reflection.  

  

Experiential Learning DEAL Reflection Prompt  

  

Experiential Engagement Reflection Prompt 

Describe: In a brief paragraph, describe the experiential learning project you completed. 

 

Examine: 

• How did your previous classroom learning contribute to your understanding of your 

Experiential Engagement experience? 

• How did your Experiential Engagement experience change the way that you think about your 

previous classroom learning? Provide specific examples of concepts, theories, or frameworks 

that were changed. 

Analyze Learning 

• How has your understanding of the world changed as a result of your Experiential Engagement 

experience? 

• Identify some of the lessons that you have learned as a result of your Experiential Engagement 

experience and evaluate how significant those lessons are. 

 

Global  

  

Global learning is recognized as a high-impact practice.10 And our long experience of global 

education at CSB/SJU reinforced the notion that it can be transformative. Here we try to expand 

this type of transformation to experiences on campuses.   

  

 
9 See Shulman, L. S. (2002). Making differences: A table of learning. Change: The Magazine of Higher Learning, 

34(6), 36-44 for an accessible overview of the value of experiential learning.  

10 Kuh (2008) defines this High Impact Practice as: “courses and programs that help students explore cultures, life 

experiences, and worldviews different from their own. These studies—which may address U.S. diversity, world 

cultures, or both—often explore “difficult differences” such as racial, ethnic, and gender inequality, or continuing 

struggles around the globe for human rights, freedom, and power. Frequently, intercultural studies are augmented by 

experiential learning in the community and/or by study abroad.”  
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Global Engagement Learning Goal  

  

Students develop their awareness of their own and other cultures from outside the US through 

experiences inside or outside the classroom and develop strategies for adapting effectively and 

appropriately to intercultural situations.  

  

Global Engagement Reflection Prompt 

Describe: 

• In a brief paragraph, describe your Global Engagement experience. 

Examine: 

• What assumptions or expectations did I bring to my Global Engagement experience? Were 

those assumptions upheld or challenged? How? (Please be specific) 

• Describe a time during your Global Engagement experience when you experienced difficulties 

working or interacting with people from another culture. How did you respond to those 

difficulties? What might you do differently next time to minimize such difficulties? 

• What personal strengths and/or weaknesses did the situation reveal? What might you do to build 

on your strengths or minimize your weaknesses? 

• How did your Global Engagement experience change your beliefs, attitudes, or thinking about 

your own culture? 

• How did your Global Engagement experience change  your beliefs, attitudes, or thinking about 

the culture you interacted with? 

Analyze Learning 

• In one or two paragraphs, articulate one important lesson that you learned from your Global 

Engagement experience. Identify the specific moments or experiences during the Global 

Engagement experience that contributed to your learning this. 

• Why do you think the lesson you identified above matters? What is the value of this lesson, not 

only for you, but for others? 

 

Artistic   

  

RISE believes that including an Artistic Engagement requirement will help some students find a 

passion for the fine arts that they did not realize they had. We also believe that the intentional 

programming will provide more meaningful experiences for the students, which will affect their 

emotional, spiritual, and intellectual growth. One of the many things the fine arts do particularly 

well is push students into the uncomfortable – most students are unfamiliar with the kinds of fine 

arts events we ask them to attend. This is a goal of a liberal arts education; to get students more 

comfortable with being uncomfortable and accepting of the unfamiliar.11  

  

 
11 See Oxtoby, David W. 2012. "The Place of the Arts in a Liberal Education." Liberal Education 98, no. 2: 36-41.  
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Like the other designations, faculty or programs could apply for a designation. To achieve this 

designation, faculty or programs would need to include attendance at four ARTE-approved 

events. To get ARTE-approval, the event will need to be on one of the campuses. We expect, 

more than for the other designations, that there will be many students who complete this 

requirement on their own, since that has been our current practice. Students will be able to 

choose the types of ARTE-events they participate in.  

  

Artistic Engagement Learning Goal  

Students develop an awareness of the rich and distinctive ways that artistic expression can 
provoke thought and emotion, practice appropriate audience behavior and appreciation, 
and develop the tools to understand the world they live in through artistic lenses.  
  

ARTE REFLECTION PROMPT 

Describe:  

• In a brief paragraph, describe the event you attended.  

  

Examine:  

  

1. Why did you choose to attend this particular event instead of the other event options? 

2. What piqued your curiosity and engaged you most during this experience?   

3. What kinds of thoughts and emotions did this event provoke in you? How did the art provoke 

these thoughts and emotions?  

4. What did you see as appropriate audience behavior? How did you practice appropriate audience 

behavior?  

 

Analyze Learning:  

1. What tools or new knowledge did you develop through this experience that allows you to better 

understand the world?  

2. What from this experience can you apply to your own life and intended career path?  

3. How did you alter your own behavior based on your expectations during this experience? 

4. What new insights did you develop about yourself when you experienced or engaged with this 

event?  

  

Quantitative Reasoning  

  

Quantitative Reasoning is the construction, communication, and evaluation of arguments 

involving numerical information.12 Quantitative Reasoning involves applying numerical 

information to real or authentic contexts. Specifically, students can:  

 
12 The “construction, communication, and evaluation of arguments” comes from Carleton College. The language 

used in the bullet points is an amalgamation of the Mathematical Association of America and the QR criteria 

language developed by one of the ad hoc Way of Thinking groups.  
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1. Interpret graphs, tables, and/or schematics and draw conclusions from them.  

2. Represent data visually, numerically, and verbally.  

3. Analyze/estimate numerical information in order to determine reasonableness, identify 

alternatives, and/or select optimal results.  

4. Draw conclusions, in context, based on analysis of numerical information.  

5. Use and understand quantitative arguments.  

    

Importance of Quantitative Reasoning  

  

The ability to make sense of numerical information is essential in our data-driven world. Due to 

our increasing reliance on data, poor quantitative reasoning skills can lead to serious 

consequences when numerical information is misunderstood or deliberately made misleading. 

Also due to the ubiquitous nature of data, this skill is one that is increasingly necessary for all 

adults. Quantitative Reasoning is one of the Essential Learning Outcomes (ELOs) developed 

through AACU’s Liberal Education for America’s Promise (LEAP) initiative. Furthermore, 

mathematics communities have advocated for Quantitative Literacy Reform and many liberal 

arts colleges, such as Carleton College, have emphasized the role of Quantitative Reasoning in 

general education models.  

  

Because Quantitative Reasoning skills are required in a wide variety of disciplines, the  

Integrations Curriculum includes a Quantitative Reasoning designation, which allows any course 

that meets the learning goals to offer this designation. However, many students will experience a 

second or third general education course that involves quantitative reasoning as many of the 

Abstract Structures, Natural World, and Scientific Thinking about  

Societies, Groups and Individuals Ways of Thinking courses will offer the Quantitative  

Reasoning designation. Additionally, courses in a major or program that are not part of the Ways 

of Thinking courses could also offer the Quantitative Reasoning designation.   
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